ADAPT OR DIE
Designing interfaces for navigating outer space

This supportive narrative focuses on designing a user interface for a physics-based
space shooter game.
What are the fundamental differences between traditional space shooter games and
space flight in accordance with Newton’s laws, and what new demands are placed
upon the user interface? Can interface elements be duplicated from real life systems
and existing games, or should they be radically different?
The fundamentals of existing interfaces are examined, and the reader will learn of
their inner workings. What are all these individual interface elements really telling the
user?
Once that central question is answered, the door is open to step into the design
process for a new user interface.
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Introduction
This document will support the development of interface-elements for a 3D space
shooter game. The functionality of these interface-elements is to facilitate the
representation of positions of objects in 3D space relative to the player, and to ease
the orientation of the player.
In space there are no static objects, and thus all positions are relative. Humans can
easily get disorientated in such a 3D environment, because there is no up and down
and no large fixed object such as the ground to serve as a frame of reference. Perception is further limited by the camera arc and screen size, the user cannot simply
turn his head and look around, and the viewing arcs are much smaller.
While the sun or celestial objects can be used to some degree for orientation, even
these are not static. Planets and moons orbit other celestial objects, although the
player can match velocity to planetary movement. As the player moves around the
solar system however, the relative position of these objects change or they may even
disappear from view entirely.

In this document, we will start by briefly examining how human orientation in 3D
space works, and what the most profound changes are when vacuum and Newtonian
physics are introduced to an environment.
The next chapters will cover the research. This research focuses on several
aspects. First, a fighter-jet and the space shuttle are briefly analyzed, to see how
navigation works in these vehicles, and in the real world. Next, interfaces of existing
games will be analyzed. The purpose of this is to determine of which components
they consist and how these components display relevant information to the player.
After that, we will go into the specifics, and examine what data is being gathered
and displayed through user interfaces, and what conflicts arise when attempting
to display data in specific ways. This information is then used to design new user
interface components for the new physics-based 3D space shooter game.

When a user operates a vehicle in such an environment, it is essential that there is a
visual representation of the distance and bearing to other objects in the 3D environment, such as other spaceships and objects of interest, in particular those in the
immediate area (and weapons range) of the player.
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ORIeNtation in 3d space
When designing a user interface for controlling a virtual vehicle, it is important to
know how humans orientate themselves in 3D space, and how different environments
affect this.
When navigating to a target, there are two important parameters to the operator.
The distance to the target, and the bearing (relative orientation to the player). Simply
put, to get to the target, the player must first adjust his heading (direction of the
nose of the spacecraft) to align with the target, and then move forward until required
distance has been covered (if not taking into account potential obstacles). This is how
it works in aviation, seafaring, and this is how you get to the coffee machine.
However, when in 3D space with a Newtonian physics model, matters get much more
complex. In such a model, the directional vector does not have to match the ship’s
heading. Thanks to lateral and retro thrusters and the conservation of momentum, the
ship can be flying in a different direction than it is pointing. After all, it is a perfectly
valid strategy to get to the coffee machine by walking sideways.

Turning a space shuttle around does not influence the direction it is flying, due to the vacuum of space
not taking aerodynamics into account and the laws of conservation of momentum being in effect. To
change the direction it is moving in, it must either apply thrust or be affected by a gravity well (such as
the earth keeping the space shuttle in orbit).

Under these circumstances, merely indicating that the target is somewhere to the
left of the player is not enough, the player must know exactly how wide the angle is.
Especially when taking into account that the player may want to keep his heading
towards one target (so he can fire weapons at it), while moving towards another
target (a container full of valuable cargo he wants to pick up quickly).
One technical limitation of video game interfaces in general is that they must be
represented in 2D. Of course, interface elements may be 3D objects in-game, or
convey the illusion of being 3D, but in the end they are all drawn on a flat screen
surface. This makes it very hard if not impossible to for the player to attain a sense
of depth, as he does not benefit from having two different view angles (his two eyes)
or the ability to move his head slightly.

An aircraft executing a roll. Due to the lift generated by the wings, the aircraft can make a turn. Friction
from the air will cancel out the sideward momentum, and the result is that the craft will continue flight in
the direction it is pointing at.
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ReLeVANT TECHNICAL
APPLICATIONS IN ReAL LIFE
One question that arose when researching virtual interfaces was how these interfaces were initially developed. Did they originate from real life counterparts? Is there
anything that can be learned from real life interfaces?

If successful, the onboard sensor will locate the enemy fighter and guide the missile
to the target. Since air-to-air combat is resolved through missiles exclusively
nowadays, and actual dogfighting has not been a common occurrence since WW2,
there is no real need for omni-directional radar displays as seen in computer
games. The radar displays in most flight simulation games do not exist in real life.

F-16 Radar display
An F-16 aircraft , like most other aircraft, comes equipped with a radar system in
the nose section, which can detect other aircraft in a 60 degree up and down and 60
degree left and right arc. This information is fed into the onboard computer system,
which displays it to the pilot on a small monochrome monitor display or a multifunctional display in the more modern F-16. The pilot can specify the angle and distance
of the radar, its orientation can be adjusted up, down, left and right or her can run
various pre preprogrammed search patterns, the various search patterns are all
optimized for different targets (air, ground, low, high, fast moving, ect). The distance
setting acts as a filtering and will only render the targets up to a set distance.
Due to the limited range and angle of the onboard radar system, the actual long
range tracking of targets is not done by individual aircraft but instead from ground or
AWACS based radar stations. The fighter will keep its radar offline as long as possible
to avoid showing up on enemy radar detectors. The onboard radar of the F-16 will only
be used when the fighter is in a optimum position to launch a missile.
When the fighter is in position it will turn on it’s radar and illuminate the target, this
is called locking the target. The onboard computers will tell the missiles where the
enemy fighter is. When the missile is launched it will go in the direction the computer
indicated.
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Radar display (F-16).

Another thing, not previously mentioned, is the interesting fact of aviation and
airspeed. Aircraft have two speed indicators, airspeed and groundspeed. Internally,
an aircraft measures its velocity relative to the air around it, not to the ground.
This is important, because it affects the amount of lift the wings generate and
the amount of thrust the engines should be providing. If the airspeed is too low,
the aircraft will lose altitude. If the airspeed is too high, the aircraft can become
uncontrollable, get damaged, or even crash due the stress on the wings and
fuselage.
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Space Shuttle
Contrary to aircraft fighters, the Space Shuttle must perform complex maneuvers
in flight to deploy satellites and dock with space stations. However, the space shuttle
does not derive its positioning from onboard systems either, it is provided by GPS
satellites and ground based radar stations. Attitude is registered onboard, provided
by gyroscopes.
A 14-thruster system called the Reaction Control System (RCS) is used to adjust
course. While these thrusters can be fired manually, most of the maneuvering is actually computer controlled, with the pilots only inputting course changes and monitoring
the systems. As long as all goes well, there is no continuous interaction between pilot
and space shuttle during complex maneuvering.

Also, airspeed is a rather interesting phenomenon, as in space, movement is completely relative to other objects too. Having two speed indicators, one for relative
and one for absolute velocity, turned out to be essential for space maneuvering.
In addition, space shuttle maneuvering turns out to be rather complex, and reveals
an inherent weakness of applying realistic physics to space games: The game may
become too complex for a human user to control, advanced interface or not.
Straying from the subject of this supportive narrative a bit, based on the research
into space shuttle controls and examining operators at a traffic monitoring centre, I
concluded that it was essential to incorporate computer flight-assist into the game.
This flight-assist discerns the direction the player wants to move in, and apply
thrust accordingly to compensate.

Unfortunately, real life interfaces differ greatly from all but the most realistic simulations. What we have grown accustomed to in games is not based on any reality, and is
often not technically feasible with modern technology.
What this study did reveal however, is that the current onboard navigational systems
by themselves are inadequate since pilots rely on information relayed to them from
other sites. Duplicating interfaces of these onboard sensors into a game would thus
not make sense, as a user would need much more information.
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Existing game interfaces
For this study, 11 existing 3D games were examined. These games are mostly 3D Space
games, while two of them are aircraft simulators and another two are hybrids of
space games and aircraft simulators. Three variants of target displays were found.
We will examine some of their user interface components in detail and find how they
evolved over time and what data they relay to the user.
Note: When describing axis from this point on, I use the coordinate system inherent to
Virtools, which is a left-handed coordinate system, where X+ is right, Y+ is up, and Z+
is forward. A flat plane parallel to the ground would thus be a X,Z plane.

target may as well be far above the player, while showing up directly adjacent to
the player on the radar. In the case that the Y component is visualized with a tail, it
becomes harder to visualize the distance when the Y component increases, as the
player has to mentally calculate the hypotenuse of a triangle.
The middle generation of space games stepped away from this model, and instead
used a different type of radar display which indicates the orientation to the target.
The radar display is basically a flattened sphere. If the target indicator is situated in
the center of the radar, it means the target is directly in front of the player. If the
target indicator is halfway to the top of the display, it means the target is directly
above the player. If a target indicator is at the edges of the display, then the target
is somewhere behind the player.

When looking at the respective radar part of the UI, we find that older games mostly
have a flat radar-like display, which only show positions in the X,Z plane. The Y
component can be represented in several different ways. Terminal Velocity uses a +
or – indicator to indicate if the target is above or below the player, Retaliator uses
white and grey dots, and Privateer 2 gives objects a ‘tail’ to indicate the deviation
from the X,Z plane.

Example of a flattened radar (Freespace 2).

Top-down radar display (F29 Retaliator).

The advantage of this system is that it can indicate the distance to the target (the
further away from the center of the radar, the greater the distance to the target).
This comes at the cost of properly visualizing the Y component, however. This means
that if the Y component is not visualized, distance is impossible to determine as the
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Since the core gameplay of most space shooters basically revolves around just
pointing the player ship towards the target and shooting (without need for much
maneuvering), it works rather well as this type of display can clearly indicate the
heading towards the targets. The player knows exactly how much he must rotate his
ships along the X and Y axis (by pressing the directional keys) so he can align with and
shoot at the targets.
Later games unfolded this sphere, and used a 3D object to represent the bearing to
the targets.

The first are arrows or other pointers, which point away from the target reticle
in the direction of the (selected) target. These perform a similar function as the
second type of radar display, and quickly indicate the bearing towards the target.
Due to the positioning of these indicators (frequently near the center of the screen),
and the display being limited to one or only a few targets (as opposed to displaying
everything in the immediate area), it is a very direct way to tell the player what buttons to press to align himself with the target. However, these indicators frequently
lacked the means of indicating how large the angle to the target was.

Target that way (Freelancer),

3D Spherical Radar (Babylon Pact, a Freespace 2 mod).

Objects have a tail pointing at the center of the sphere (where the player ship is
located) to generate an illusion of depth. This made it easier to immediately determine
the arc between the heading and the target, and the arc between relative targets and
create a 3D mental image for the player, as the player does not have to take mental
effort to convert a 2D image to a 3D model. However, no distances can be indicated
with this type of display, due to a lack of depth.
While the radar display is the most prevalent target indicator, two other related UI
elements were frequently encountered, and where present, these UI elements were
similar in all examined games.
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The second UI element encountered is a list with targets. The player can select
a target from this list to lock onto it, either with a previous/next command or a
hotkey to select a specific target, such as the closest enemy. Frequently there
are additional parameters displayed here, such as the distance to the target, and
the hull/shield integrity. In addition, it is very easy to indicate the IFF status of the
target (green for friendly, red for enemy, grey for neutral, etc), and blink the target
if it is taking damage, for example.

List with targets in range (I-War 2),
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Existing functionality
and conflicts
To summarize, existing game interfaces display the following information to its users:

The direction towards the target, relative to the user (Bearing)
All game radar systems can display the bearing to the target, however the newer
generation radars are more efficient at this, as explained in the Game Interfaces
chapter. Games also use pointed arrows to indicate the direction of the target in the
X,Y plane, but this does not indicate how far the player has to rotate to reach the
target.
Distance to the target
The games have no uniform way to display the distance. Some show it in the center of
the screen near the gun crosshairs, others near the target itself, and some others in
a target list. All distances are displayed numerical.
IFF Status (Identification Friend or Foe)
Friend or foe status is uniformly indicated by the color of the target on the radar and
in the target list. Red for hostile, green or blue for friendly, yellow, green or grey for
neutral.
However, there are some conflicts which prevents information to be displayed in the
same user interface element:

Direction vs. Distance
Unless the target is directly in front of the player so it is in the frustum of the
camera, it appears to be impossible to display distance and direction in a single UI
element. The top-down radar comes closest, but since this cannot properly visualize
the Y component of the relative position vector of the target, users will have a hard
time creating a mental image. In the game Privateer 2, the user could choose between
radar displays. During tests, users unanimously agreed that the second-generation
flattened radar is more useful to them than the first generation top-down radar with
tails. This second generation radar does not display distance in any way.
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The top-down radar with the tails and the flattened-sphere radar of Privateer 2.

Using a 3D spherical radar could technically display distance by moving targets
away from the center when they are further from the player, but in practice this
does not work either as users can not differentiate between far away targets and
targets displayed over them due to having a larger bearing angle. Once again this is
caused by limitations of 2D monitor displays.
Indication of position of target relative to other objects
Besides just indicating where a target is relative to the player, the player may
also want to know where the target is relative to anther object. Unfortunately,
indicating this in a clear way for a 3D environment is near impossible, as one needs
to know the exact position of a target, and to know the exact position one needs
both distance and direction, or coordinates. Absolute coordinates in space are
impossible as everything moves relative to each other, and relative coordinates
to the spaceship are also unpractical due to the spaceship rotating around it’s
axes and the coordinates thus changing constantly even if both objects remain
stationary.
Bearing to target relative to ship attitude vs. relative to displacement vector
In traditional space games this aspect is not as much of a problem, but when using
Newtonian physics, the ship could be flying in a different direction than it is pointing.
The radar can only be orientated for one frame of reference so it can only display
one of these bearings at a given time.
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Designing the user interface

Radar

IFF

The UI element that offers the most immediate overview of objects in the player’s
vicinity is the radar system. The 3D spherical radar type clearly has an advantage
over the other two systems, as it does not discriminate when displaying targets.
The flat radar system provides disadvantages to targets that maintain a large Y
component as part of their vector, and the flattened-sphere radar deforms the
orientation as the targets gets further behind the player. In a Newtonian physicsbased game, all directions are equally important, unlike traditional space shooters
where the spaceship can only ever move in the direction it is pointing.

Players should be able to instantly discern the difference between friends and foes.
Traditionally, color indications are used for this. Because the game has the extra
classes ‘navigational beacons’ and ‘celestial objects’, extra colors were needed. The
IFF status is indicated as follows:
Red: Hostile target
Green: Allied target
Blue: Neutral target
Yellow: Navigational Beacon or Space Station
Various shades of grey: Non-ship object such as celestial objects (star, planet), or
asteroids

Traditional games also have it easy when it comes to displaying target distance.
None of the radar systems can display both distance and direction at the same time,
as clarified earlier. However, it also appears that they do not need to. Traditional
space shooters are very small-scaled, with most of the action taking place within a
20km radius. Very rarely is any object encountered at a range over 100km in any of
the space games. Unfortunately, in a real space environment, 100km distances are
insignificant, and this is reflected in my game, with players often approaching ships
from a larger distance (the visual range is set at 500-750km), or even tracking
navigational beacons millions of kilometers away. Despite all that, a lot of the
combat mechanics are similar, and combat at ranges greater than 15km will prove
difficult.
For this reason, the radar basically consists of two layers. Objects within 50km
are displayed in the inner layer (excluding navigational beacons, which will always
display in the inner layer if they are within visual range, as they do not fulfill a
combat role), and objects at greater distances but still within radar range will
display on the outer layer. This allows the player to easily filter relevant and
irrelevant signatures, while keeping information complete.
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When conducting playtests and allowing players to choose the point of view, players
preferred the radar to be orientated relative to the ship itself. Players found the
continuously switching perspective of the displacement vector-centered radar
extremely confusing and disorientating. This is only logical when taking into account
a study regarding the layout of the International Space Station, it was found that
humans have difficulty orientating when a coordinate system is at a 90-degree angle
relative to their perception. This is a very frequent occurrence in 3D flight where
lateral and dorsal thrusters are involved, as these thrusters by definition provide
thrust at a 90-degree angle relative to the ship’s attitude.
To provide the player with a frame of reference in an environment with no static
reference frames, the local star is displayed as a transparent white cone on the outer
layer of the radar. Since the star will remain at the same angle as long as the player
is not very close to the star and not moving at extreme speeds, it can be considered
a somewhat static reference frame. Based on this coordinate system, colored bands
circumfuse the radar, to easily display this reference system.

The finalized 3D radar display in action.

Target Indicators
Target indicators are essential in the heat of battle to quickly rotate in the direction
of the target, to bring weapons to bear. For this reason they are located near the
weapon reticle in the center of the screen.
One major disadvantage of traditional target indicators is the fact that they do not
indicate how far the player must turn to reach the target. Once again this is not a
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major problem in traditional space games, but in a realistic situation, the player’s
ship would build up angular momentum. This means that it would take a while to
provide counterthrust to stop spinning. In a combat situation this means that the
player will overshoot his target as by the time he has stopped spinning, the target
already vanished off the other edge of the screen.
For this purpose, a colored gauge is part of the indicator. If the gauge is at 100%,
the target is directly behind the player. If the gauge is halfway, then the target
is at a 90-degree angle relative to the player, and so on. Interesting enough, this
mechanic integrates the advantages of the flattened-sphere radar system to offset
the major disadvantage of the target indicator system, even though the method of
display is completely different, the information it provides is technically the same.

The target indicators, with their corresponding gauges. Unlike other games, not only will these pointers
tell the direction towards the target, it will indicate how far the player has to turn.

Displaying all targets with target indicators will result in a busy mess of
colored triangles. There should be no more than 4 target indicators at a given
time as research has determined that users cannot track more than 4 targets
simultaneously. Additional targets would only confuse the player and lead to much
slower response time. This makes artificial target prioritization and selection
essential.
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The player can only lock on to a single target at once. This target will be the first of
the four targets that will be tracked by target indicators. The second target is the
navigational beacon. If the player has plotted a course, it would be very helpful to
know where the next navigational beacon is so the player can quickly steer the ship
in the right direction. The last two target indicators are reserved for either hostiles
that attack the player (so the player knows from which direction he is shot and how to
effectively evade the attacks), or mission-critical objectives (a convoy ship that needs
protection or the main enemy mothership that needs to be destroyed). The onboard
computer will determine which of these hold the highest priority.
Target List

spaceship. Because it takes equally long to slow down as it does to accelerate
in Newtonian physics, the player needs to know when to stop accelerating and
start hitting the brake if he doesn’t want to crash into the transport ship he was
supposed to protect, or overshoot the hostile ship by dozens of kilometers.
For this reason, two speed indicators are present, the first indicating the absolute
velocity the player is traveling at (as far as there is such a thing), and the second
one displaying the velocity relative to the currently locked target. Note that this
velocity is based on both the player and the target: The player may be sitting still,
but if the target is moving towards the player, there will be a positive velocity
indicated. A negative velocity is indicated when the target is gaining distance.

The target list is pretty standard. Targets are sorted by distance with the closest
target at the top. The list will numerically display distance, as well as the name and
type/class of the object.
The player can scroll through this list to lock on to different targets. Selected targets
are highlighted and given priority in the target indicator system.

The Merlin and the Beacon have been selected, while the other targets have been assigned low priority.

Displaying Speed

A common situation: The player is moving at 272 meters per second. However, the distance between the
player and the target increases at a rate of 78 meters per second.

Traditional games often displayed the current velocity of the player in as a gauge
or numerical. While it is good to know the current velocity of the space ship, in a
realistic environment the relative velocity of the player is even more important. To be
more precise, the relative velocity of the player to another object, such as another
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Conclusion
Introducing physics to space games adds an extra level of complexity, not only to
the gameplay and controls, but to navigational elements of the user interface in
particular.
While most fundamentals remain the same, UI elements must suddenly display
significantly more information without overfeeding the player. An important
reason for this is the fact that an absolute point of reference can never obtained
in a universe where everything is in constant motion and the spaceships have
the capability to travel at over-c velocities. One solution is to let systems provide
temporary reference frames to assist the player with orientation.
Often there are conflicts that stem from relativity. Should the interface display
bearings relative to the ship or to the direction it is flying in? Is the speed absolute or
relative? In some cases it will be possible to simply display both, but in other cases
only testing can determine the best approach.
In all cases, the most important thing is that computer must analyze the data for
relevance and categorize it accordingly, to only display to the player what he needs
at that specific moment. It rests on the shoulders of the designer to properly allocate
data to different categories and design prioritization algorithms. The intended end
result is a user userface which will not overfeed the player, and display all relevant
data in a clear and orderly fashion.
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